PT Center Construction Update
DINING HALL / KITCHEN
Progressively, the Dining Hall has taken good
shape. Once the roof took position, we started
working on raising the remaining portions of
walls and this is now complete. The next step is
to get shutters. But in its state, the Hall will be
60% usable by May and will be used by 150
pastors’ wives when they come for the Shalom
Women’s Conference.

KITCHEN EXTENSION OR ANNEX
As most African cooking require, modern Kitchens need an extension to cater for specific local staples
that Gas Cookers and modern stoves cannot handle, especially in the Eastern and southern Africa regions
where we cook matooke and posho / ugali on fire stones with fire wood. We are therefore constructing
this needed structure and it will be roofed by end of this week, and it will greatly improve our Kitchen
services.

UP AND DOWN BETWEEN
THE MAIN CLASSROOM BLOCK
AND DINING HALL
We also embarked on the stairs for accessibility to the dining Hall from the main block. The stairs are
near completion and will be used by the next group on site for training.

OUR NEXT FOCUS: ADMINISTRATION AND RESIDENCE
While all the current five structures on the PT Center site are relatively incomplete, they are usable to a
large extent. The toilets and bathrooms as well as the main hall are in a more usable state than the rest, but
usually with a roof a building structure will serve much of its intended purpose.
We yearn and pray for two more structures: An administration building and the initial residence. With
these two, the eight main training activities for the PT Institute through the year, with an average of 80
people will be hosted fully.
An administration structure will provide space for us (8 PT Staff) to plan and arrange the work. The initial
residence will allow some of our staff to be on site at all times, and hopefully save on their rental fees
which are currently a great burden to us as a ministry. We would save on transport but also be on site 24
hours, giving the Institute momentum through our consistent activity at the Center.
We have the land and it was cleared for these structures. We also have enough bricks to raise one of the
structures. The hard part in putting up such structures is always in the roofing which is often twice the
cost of raising the rest of the building.

